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People can talk (video-conf)
People can text (or Whatsapp)
Communities can be formed
Machines can share state
Applications can …. (real time
traffic, public transportation, ….)
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Composed of one or more
network functions
Service function chaining
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Functions (and services) are
implemented via dedicated
hardware located on the flow
path
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A Network Service




is a

Composed of one or more
network functions
Service function chaining

Distributed Cloud Networking




Functions (and services) are
implemented on COST servers
located at mini) data centers
distributed within the network
Traffic is send to these servers
using the control mechanism of
SDN
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Distributed Cloud Networking
SDN
Controller

NFV + SDN


Lots to gain






Use COTS silicon Reduced Capex
Easy provisioning reducing time to market
Easier operation –
reduced Opex
EPC
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Distributed Cloud Networking
SDN
Controller

NFV + CDN


Not so easy






Use COTS silicon – What
about performance
Easy provisioning? –
managing and
orchestrating distributed
clouds
Easier operation? –
elasticity and QoS
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Distributed Cloud Networking


This is what this talk is all about:




Reduce the barriers so as to realize the
promises of the new era of networking
Try to identify game changer research
challenges and address them

Rest of the talk


Two concrete examples:





placement of network functions
fully distributed elasticity

And then open problems




research scope characterization (time-line,
applicability)
specific problems

Near Optimal
Placement of Network Functions
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Distributed Cloud Networking
Functions (and services) are
implemented on COST servers
located at mini) data centers
distributed within the network
Traffic is send to these servers
using the control mechanism of
SDN

Where to place each service




one place (globally) or
in each location , or
As Needed = depends on
demand
EPC

DPI
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node = DC
location

Model: problem definition
flows=clients
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Input
A set of flows, each with a path and
a demand for each of the possible
network functions.
A set of datacenters locations,
each
i is a network
with a size.
function
A set of network functions
realizations , each with capacity
(amount of clients to be served),
size, and establishment cost .

establishment
cost

OUTPUT


A placement of copies of the
realization of the network functions
and a rerouting of the flow into the
DCs such that:



The demand for each flow and
for each function is satisfies, the
size constraints are met, and
the overall cost is minimal

node = DC
location

Model: problem definition
flows=clients
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Controller

Input
A set of flows, each with a path and
a demand for each of the possible
network functions.
A set of datacenters locations,
each
i is a network
with a size.
function
A set of network functions
realizations , each with capacity
(amount of clients to be served),
size, and establishment cost .

OUTPUT


establishment
cost

flow’s
demand for
function i

A placement of copies of the
realization of the network functions
and a rerouting of the flow into the
DCs such that:



The demand for each flow and
for each function is satisfies, the
size constraints are met, and
the overall cost is minimal

Main theoretical result


notes




If there is only one network
function then this problem is
actually the well known facility
location problem .
If there are no network distances
this problem reduces to the well
known generalized assignment
problem (GAP).

SDN
Controller

Theorem:

There exists a bi-criteria (O(1), O(1)) approximation
algorithm for the General NFV location problem

Experimental evaluation
This network covers:




195 access locations (mostly within Europe and North
America), about 260 links and almost 40 data centers

Input






A set of flows, each with a path and
a demand for each of the possible
network functions.
A set of datacenters locations, each
with a size.
A set of network functions
realizations , each with capacity
(amount of clients to be served),
size, and establishment cost .
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selected 400 random pairs of (source,
destination), and determined a shortest
path between each source and
destination, unit demand per flow.
Each such flow is associated with 1-4
network functions that were chosen
randomly from a set of 30.
The size of a network function varies.
The size of data center was randomly
selected in the range 200-500.
Opening cost was constant.

Experimental evaluation



selected 400 random pairs of (source,
Greedy



destination), and determined a shortest
Go over
all network
function
path
between
each source
andin an
arbitrary order
destination,
unit demand per flow.

For such
each flow
suchisfunction
Each
associated with 1-4
 network
Find in functions
a greedy way
the best
that were
chosen
placement
to a
satisfy
randomly
from
set ofthe
30.flows’
demand
The
size of a network function varies.
The size of data center was randomly
selected in the range 200-500.
Opening cost was constant.
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Experimental evaluation
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function
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(4)

Conclusions






SDN
Controller

Can model the
important aspects
of NFV placement
Results depends on
the settings
More to do:


Service function
chaining

EPC

DPI

PCE LTE TE
PDN-GW S-GW
SGSN/GGSN
SIP NAT RSVP

Resource allocation in the Cloud


Where to acquire resources (CPU, Storage)?





Where to place the service and the data?




service/data migration

days hours

Which location should serve a specific
milliseconds
request?
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building the next node
months weeks
getting more resources and how much

Load balancing

Resource allocation in the Cloud


Where to acquire resources (CPU, Storage)?





Where to place the service and the data?
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building the next node
months weeks
getting more resources and how much
service/data migration

days hours

How much resources are needed to provide the
needed QoS for the current load? seconds
 elasticity

Which location should serve a specific
request?
milliseconds

This part of the talk
Can the amount of resources allocated for
a large scale service adapt to the load in
absence of centralized control?
•
•

•

Scheme
Analysis
Evaluation

demand

Elasticity
Meet SLA
Pay-as-you-go

time
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Standard Elasticity
Architecture
Load Balancer

VM

VM

VM

VM

VM

Elasticity Controller
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Proposed Architecture
EALB

SU

SD
VM

EALB

SU

SD
VM

EALB

SD
VM

SU

SD
VM

SD
VM

EALB – Elasticity-Aware Load Balancer
SU
- Scale Up
SD
- Scale Down
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Key Aspects


Load balancing




Scale-Up
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Fully distributed

Must take into account the time required to
instantiate a new VM

Scale-Down
27

The power of choice

Balanced Allocations (1994) Yossi Azar, Andrei Z. Broder, Anna R. Karlin, Eli Upfal
SIAM Journal on Computing (2000)




n balls to n buckets
Random choice:




loaded bucket has (WHP)
O(ln n / ln ln n) balls
probability[empty]  1/e

The power of choice

(2)



n balls to n buckets



Choose best out of 2:




loaded bucket has (WHP)
O(log log n) balls

Looking at more buckets
improves linearly

The supermarket model
The Power of Two Choices in Randomized Load Balancing (1998) M. Mitzenmacher
IEEE Transactions on Parallel and Distributed Systems (2001)

• Replace buckets by M/M/1
queues
• Jobs arrive in a Poisson
stream at rate λn
• Choose best out of d
– d=1 is a random assignment
– best means shortest queue

• Different from M/M/k
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(Un)load Balancing Distributed Packing


We define TP as the effective operating
threshold for a VM





Upon an arrival of a job to the EALB:
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Counted in number of jobs in server (VM)
With high probability, a job arriving at a VM with TP or less
jobs, will meet SLA (more details later)

Sample d random VMs for their load (# of jobs)
If one or more VMs have TP or less jobs, send to the most
loaded VM in that class
Otherwise: send to the least loaded VM
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Proposed Architecture
EALB

SU

EALB

SU

EALB

SU

TP=6
5
SD
VM

SD
VM

7
SD

SD
VM

VM

3
SD
VM

EALB – Elasticity-Aware Load Balancer
SU
- Scale Up
SD
- Scale Down
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Scaling Policies


Scale-Up:






Scale-Down:
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If all d sampled VMs hold TA or more jobs,
instantiate a new VM
TA should be greater than TP

If a VM is idle for Twait time units, it self-terminates
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EALB – Elasticity-Aware Load Balancer
SU
- Scale Up
SD
- Scale Down

Proposed Architecture
EALB

EALB

EALB

TP=6
TA=8

9
VM

8
VM

VM

VM

9
VM

VM

Twait=120s
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EALB – Elasticity-Aware Load Balancer
SU
- Scale Up
SD
- Scale Down

Proposed Architecture
EALB

EALB

EALB

TP=6
TA=8

0
1

7
VM

VM

8
7

6
VM

VM

7

2
VM

VM

Twake=120s
Twait=4s
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Analysis of a Static System


M active VMs






Jobs arrivals are according to a Poisson
process at rate λN
VMs conduct an exponentiallydistributed service at rate μ
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No scale-up or scale-down

We assume, w.l.o.g, μ=1
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Results

Probability of a VM holding a certain number of jobs,
as a function of the number of jobs. M=100,TP=5, d=5
37
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The Dynamic System - Evaluation




Obtained through simulations and an
Amazon EC2-based implementation
Tested with a variety of workloads


Different load change patterns





Different job processing distribution
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Synthetic
Trace-based
Exponentially distributed
Social-network-like model
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The Dynamic System - Evaluation




Obtained through simulations and an
Amazon EC2-based implementation
Tested with a variety of workloads


Different load change patterns





Different job processing distribution
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Synthetic
Trace-based
Exponentially distributed
Social-network-like model
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Results

VM states when running with the Wikipedia trace
40

40

Results

VM states when running with the RTP 2007-10-10 trace
41
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Results

TP=5, TA=8, d=5, Twait=160 sec, SLA target = 80 sec
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Applicability to Power




Data centers account for ~2% of world
electricity usage

The same methods can be used to:
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Pack VMs on less physical hosts
While preserving the needed QoS
Can be done fully distributed
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Summary and Future Work


A fully scalable scheme for managing
elasticity in the cloud




Future work:
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Simulated and tested in under real
conditions
Analysis of the dynamic system
Heterogeneous VMs
Distributed growth-limit policies
44

Research challenges


Can be classified according to timeline and
applicability
1. migration of network services into
NFV
2. the way SDN is used for the
control
3. VM pining to guarantee the
required service level
4. distributed resource allocation
5. service automated adaptation
7. reliability and safety of network
functions

8. applications that can benefit from
the ability to distribute the cloud
closer to the users and have
45

guaranteed network performance.

Research challenges
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the ability of OpenFlow to deliver the
Can be classified according to9.needed
timeline
and
policy based control to the data plane
10. the amount of feedback and monitoring
applicability

needed
11. guaranteeing performance of VM based
applications
12. languages to describe services
13. development of environment aware
software
14. resilient and security
15.a proper modeling for in-network
computations that takes both the network as
well as the computing aspects into
consideration
16. the study of control mechanism and the
interaction between several control
mechanism that impact different aspects of
the same system
17. studying the economic aspects of this new
network paradigm

Main challenges


Distributed resource allocation
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(1)

One of the key promises of the Distributed Cloud Networking
paradigm is the ability to provide agile cost effective network
services.
To do that, the operator is require to dynamically allocate
the needed resources in an efficient way that will allow
providing the needed services quality (globally) using the
available resources that are distributed across the network.
This task becomes complex since it should cover both
compute and networking resources, heterogynous resource
types and different level of resource aggregation (from
NUMA nodes to mini data center clusters).

Main challenges


Distributed resource allocation
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(1.2)

This problem becomes more difficult due to the
dynamic nature of the workload and the need for
elasticity and agility which raises interesting
research problems related to distributed load
balancing, scaling, and the local state of the
service component (the VM that executes the
service).

Main challenges


Efficient distributed monitoring
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(2)

The ability to provide an adequate resource allocation
mechanism (as described above) is strongly based on
acquiring the needed information both from the services
(applications, network functions) and the infrastructure
(compute and networking resources). This is a complex
task that generates non-negligible overhead since
monitoring information should be collected across the
network to generate a global view. Efficient collection of the
right amount of information and presenting it in an
appropriate way both for the human and automatic control
mechanisms is another interesting and important problem
we plan to focus on.

Main challenges


Efficient distributed monitoring


Possible directions




Monitoring infrastructure and Applications
tools for the application owner
Environment aware applications
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(2.1)

Renegotiate resource allocation

Main challenges


Nested control mechanisms
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(3)

Orchestration of all the functions in the Distributed Cloud
Networking paradigm is a very challenging task due to the
large scale, geographical spread, the versatility of network
functions and the their interdependencies, the dynamic
nature of the workload, and the strive to get a cost
effective solution.
The centralized management approach in which all
information is to be analyzed by a single element that will
make the optimal global decision may too complex and
impractical.

Main challenges


Nested control mechanisms
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(3.1)

Thus, local decision engine may take local limited decisions
and the overall global behavior is determined by the
interaction among these control mechanisms.
Understanding the fundamental issues related to such a
complex system and designing appropriate mechanisms for
it is yet another area we plan to focus on.

Main challenges


Cyber security


Security is a major concern both for operators and network
users. In the context of Distributed Cloud Networking, one
can consider two different aspects of security.
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(4)

The first one has to do with the vulnerability of the network
and the ability to attack it. The shift from closed boxes to
virtual machine running on commodity servers allows attackers
an easier access to critical components and requires better
security and safety mechanisms.
The second aspect has to do with the ability to use the new
network architecture in order to allow novel techniques to deal
with cyber security in general. For example one can use
corralled monitoring and DPI in various locations to identify and
fight threats.

Take home (to the Hotel)


Distributed Cloud Networking is a revolution in
networking (and Telco)






Many interesting and important research
challenges
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it is happening now
can dramatically change the network as we know it

solutions can have an impact on real networks and
their users (all of us)
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